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In who we are and what we do, Nexus builds engaged and powerful communities. Collective,
community power has always extended beyond the extractive, trickle-down models of leadership.
We know that community-building is rooted in the deeper ways we connect with each other. People
are actively leading and creating transformation in ways that leverage our natural systems of
community care. The Community Leadership Learning Initiative explores the intersection between
community engagement and collective, community-driven leadership. 

Leadership based in heirarchy reinforce
individual power and extract knowledge and
resources from communities. These silos
tend to be regarded as tangible, valid areas
to develop or fund.  Leadership that is
individual-centered degrades our sense of
belonging and responsibility to the whole.
We miss seeing and valuing critical people,
forms and patterns of leadership. 

SUPPORTS STRONG, EQUITABLE, AND JUST COMMUNITIES
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The Community Leadership Learning Initiative
is a story-based learning community. Each of
us has a voice, and each of us contributes to
the fabric of our communities. Our learning
community brings people together, across the
country and working in different sectors, to lift
up absent narratives about community-driven
leadership. 

CLLI was launched in 2019 with support from
the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. Our
goal is to deepen our collective understanding
of community-driven leadership, while raising
the visibility and demonstrating the value of
this powerful work to the field of philanthropy
and the broader ecosystem of leadership and
community development. 

Elevating our stories of community leadership
honors our collective care and responsibility
for each other. A shared narrative of
collective, community leadership can help shift
systems to more equitable practices.

Everyone in the group has ownership of
where the group is going, and the process
of getting there.
The destination might change, and the
whole group authors that decision,
together. 
Rotating roles - responsibility is shared.
Every member is a leader, even
(especially) if you’re rotating to the back.
Sick, disabled, elderly & youth are cared
for & supported. 
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All members are
leaders

People must work
collectively to

understand the
reality they seek to

transform

We share
power based in

cultural practices
& group dynamics

People can and 
are practicing

transformation in
their lives,

relationships &
communities

People are
resilient despite

constraints

We found that individuals
reviewing the Principles of
Community Leadership tend to
absorb them as personal
values rather than community
practices. Individuals may think
that resonating with the
Principles of Community
Leadership makes them
community-minded leaders.

People are
authors of their

own lives
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Nexus and four community storytelling grantees came together to share our stories and to
deepen our collective work. Together, we explored ways we practice community leadership.  

CLLI uses a cooperative learning approach where all members learn and practice through
interaction and iteration.  Learners uncover and reflect on the many ways community
leadership is practiced to enhance the health and well-being of all community members.

To understand where there is overlap, limits or connections across different forms of leadership.
To re-center on ways of living, working, and making decisions together.

To highlight cultural contexts of community practice, wisdom and experiences.
To lift up absent narratives about leadership in context.

Own and write our own stories of possibility and power.
Share and attract others to community-driven model(s).
Flag where change is possible in our systems.

WE CREATE STORYTELLING SPACES...

& WE COOPERATIVELY LEARN FROM OUR STORIES...

SO TOGETHER,
OUR LEARNING
COMMUNITY
CAN...
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This project engages multiple
constituencies to create a
storytelling product that
highlights collective,
community-led practices of
relationship-building and
leadership capacity-building.

A collective of Queer, Trans, Black
and Indigenous People of Color
reclaim food sovereignty and
create a compilation of consent-
based practices for healing.
Click to view their zine,
"Sovereign Earthworks".

Immigrant residents and
interpreters weave
participatory arts,
interpretation, and
popular education. They
create and share a virtual
soundscape of personal
narratives in multiple
languages.  

To begin reversing the harms done,
community members share stories
about food access and food justice.
Click to view their video stories.

TOGETHER BATON
ROUGE, SPIRIT & JUSTICE 
Baton Rouge, LA

STARSEED EARTHROOT 
District of Columbia

FOOD FOR THE SPIRIT 
Buffalo, NY

INTERGENERATIONAL
MULTILINGUAL
STORYTELLING
SOUNDSCAPES
Boston, MA
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https://www.nexuscp.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Sovereign-Earthworks-zine.pdf
https://bit.ly/F4tSonYouTube


The principles of community leadership
resonated with our learning community. The
principles are core to how communities
practice leadership together, yet, we found
that people continued to default to the
pervasive definition of individual leadership.  

Even people practicing community leadership
need to continually recenter our thinking on
our shared experiences. We developed a set
of questions, statements and images that
help people reframe and practice leadership
as a collective process. 

The CLLI card set helps people have
conversations about Community Leadership
through answering reflection questions and
responding to its Principles.
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https://www.nexuscp.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/CLLI-Card-Set.pdf


All members practice &
deliberately acknowledge

community leadership. 

There is intentional rotation of
roles, support and assistance to
those who need it, and value in

stepping back.

Community leadership is complex
and simple. There isn't a single

way to practice it.

We build & act on a sense of
collective responsibility through
our everyday actions to bring

people into community.

Community leadership is a deeply
human practice that has always

existed...

Though modern culture has
prioritized individual leadership to

an unbalanced, harmful extent.

But, the narrative of individual leadership is so ingrained that even when we intentionally talk about community leadership,
people readily default to community-minded individual leaders.

We continually need to remind ourselves and others
to see different “kinds of leadership” before we can
make a significant change in how we support
community leadership.

Community leadership is an immersion in community
wellbeing work. It enables people to quickly grasp

inauthentic situations and to collectively decide how and
what is to be done in the community's best interest.
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156 
18
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         learning community participants

     states + Ontario, Canada
 

           funded community storytelling partners

     learning sessions
 

           learning sessions specifically for funders

        story packages sent to community members

     virtual visits with partners

           storyshare convening
 

 

Photograph from Starseed Earthroot's zine, 
"Sovereign Earthworks"

THANK YOU, ROBERT WOOD
JOHNSON FOUNDATION!

CLLI Learning Resources

Report designed & illustrated by Tori Hong
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https://www.nexuscp.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Sovereign-Earthworks-zine.pdf
https://www.nexuscp.org/community-leadership-learning-initiative/clli-learning-calendar-resources/
http://www.torihong.com/

